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GENERAL RULES

Electronic references should contain the appropriate items from this list:

- Complete URL, even if it is very long (mandatory)
- Date you accessed/retrieved the source (mandatory)
- Title of database, journal, article, etc.
- Name of the author or editor(s)
- Publication information (location, year, etc.)
- Volume #, posting date, revision date, page # (any other relevant information)

Each style guide will ask for different referencing information. It’s best to consult the proper style guide (see links).

THINGS TO REMEMBER

- Cutting & pasting anything directly into your work without immediately quoting it can result in forgetting to include the quote.
- Not including the entire URL is improper referencing and equals plagiarism.
- Web material must be treated the same as books and referenced accordingly.
- Try to use academic journals and articles for research rather than websites.
- Try not to use Wikipedia or Answers.com. These are not reliable academic websites!
- Pictures, graphs, images (anything taken from the net) must be referenced.
- Remember, your Professors know how to surf the net too!

REFERENCING ELECTRONIC SOURCES INCORRECTLY IS PLAGIARISM!